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Should we insert ½” filler and paper these locations so that only one 2x8 is left for the polygal?
Do we need to insert some sort of drip edge over the round window?
How should we prepare this opening?
We’re going to need to get creative with trim. The only solution I see is to fill the gap between the Z-channel and the window frame and run trim overlapping the stucco.
Other locations have similar issues. The Z-channel was installed without checking for plumb in many areas, while in others we are seeing that it is wavy, so the width varies.
For “Scott’s window” we need to shim & nail through the frame. We need to know the depth of the window to do this. Should it be flush with the frame or come out to the face of the stucco to meet trim, or…???
I’d really like to see a batton layout. We have 4x8 sheets of hardi.